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Replacing the historic magnehelic gauge and paper-based record systems with a 
continuous monitoring cloud-based alerting system, eliminates risk, saves time and 
money, and streamlines the recording process.
By simply adding a neQis neQdac to the existing pipework and replacing the magnehelic with an electronic 
differential sensor the entire system can be moved forward into today’s technology.

In some sites, potentially combining both the Temperature and Humidity Room monitoring with the air 
differential monitoring could be a simple solution and additional savings could be achieved.    

Ensuring that both temperature and humidity are monitored and maintained to safe 
levels within areas such as the Sterile stores, this offers the department confidence 
that all items stored and transferred through the area are safe to use.
NeQis IPR has proven to be very cost effective and removes the need for manual recording, which can be 
often forgotten within a busy department.

Having the facility of automatically logging and alarming on these conditions with the ability of viewing historic 
trending for compliance, with email alerts and  24-hour monitoring takes this  to another level of assurance.

Departmental Pressure Differential Monitoring

Temperature and Humidity Monitoring



A single package that can do all of this...

Independent Product Release

Live monitoring of your 
clean / IAP room critical 

pressure differential

Email, SMS and on screen 
alerts for fault notification

Configurable user 
acknowledgment of alarms 

and errors

24/7 alarming facility

Configurable alarm 
parameters tailored to your 
quality system guidelines

Permanent records of any faults, 
with time periods recorded where 

pressure out of specification
Traceable accuracy to  

UKAS standards

Trended data over any time 
period and historically without 
looking through paper records

Temperature and humidity 
monitored and maintained  

to a safe level

Store unlimited  
amounts of data

Accessible by any device 
with internet access, phone, 
tablet, or pc and requires no 

AP or software to be installed
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Can be used in multiple 
site locations


